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Taken By The Futa Futanari Historical Erotica Collection English Edition
Three books in one volume: Futanari Tycoon: James's Story Blue collar worker James suddenly gets promoted to be the personal assistant of a hot futanari tycoon. Will he submit to her and obey her requests? Find out in the spectacular short story! Hot futa on male action inside! Don't miss it! Futanari Fantasy: Esu's Story In an attempt to get back at the cheating
queen Lodrigan IV, prince Esu journeys to the lands of the orcs for a meeting with the hot futanari orc queen Zia. Hot sexiness ensues! Don't miss it! The Futas in Black: Gavin's Story A futa in black finds out that Gavin the ghost-hunter got some footage he shouldn't have. Will he submit to her superior charms and give her what she needs? Find out in this awesome
short story by your very own Sola Nor!
Three short stories in one bundle: 1. Hannah the Futa Seth experiences futanari ecstasy. Hot futa on male action! You know you want it! 2. Leksi the Futa Ryan finally decides to throw caution to the wind and go to a futanari meet-up in an adjacent city, but finds much more than he bargained for. Hot futa on male action inside. 3. Amanda the Futa Eli's next door neighbor
happens to be a hot futa. And she needs to use his computer. Too bad he didn't close all his tabs quick enough to hide his insatiable futa obsession. What will she say when she finds out?
New millionaire Thomas hooks up with his hot futa bank teller, Nina. Hot futanari on male action! Don't miss it!
My best friend Erica makes me her slut. Hot futanari on female action! For fans of transgender, shemale and lesbian erotica. Don't miss it!
Sex Slave of a Futa
Tvina the Futa: Futanari on Male
Futanari Gender Transformation Bundle
Futanari Experiments: Complete (futa on futa, futa on female)
Leksi the Futa
An Erotic Shemale/Futanari/Futa on female story
Ivan gets selected by Comrade Anastasia to be her new lover. Hot futa on male action ensues! Don't miss it!
Three sexy stories in one bundle: Karina the Futa Chris has the hots for a waitress where he works. Then he finds out she's a futa. It only gets better from there. Hot futa on male action. Talisa the Futa Joseph has the hots for a girl at work. Then he finds out she's a futanari. Jess the Futa Tyler is new in town.
After visiting a local book club meeting, he meets the sexy futa, Jess. Hot futa on male action ensues.
Chris has the hots for a waitress where he works. Then he finds out she's a futa. It only gets better from there. Hot futa on male action.
Jason relocates to a tropical island on business, only to be met with two hot futas: Mindy and Karen. Hot futa on male action ensues. Don't miss it!
Taking the Lead (futanari on female, futa on futa)
Book 1 of "Futanari Billionaire"
Watching My Futa Wife
Futa on Male Bundle K T J
Futanari Tales: J E G

I meet a hot gothic futanari named Trisha at a club. She then makes me her slut! Hot futanari on female action inside! Don't miss it!
A hot futanari named Mina makes me her slut. Hot futa on female action inside! Don't miss it!
After meeting a hot futanari named Annya at the used bookstore, she takes me home and makes me her slut! Hot futanari on female action! Don't miss it!
Ryan finally decides to throw caution to the wind and go to a futanari meet-up in an adjacent city, but finds much more than he bargained for. Hot futa on male action inside.
Freaky Futa
Jess the Futa
Futa on Male
Futanari on Female
Taken By A Futanari Billionaire
Futanari on Male

Benjamin needs a math tutor to get through his brutal college math class. His professor sets him up with the hot futa Emilia. But even with her tutoring, he still can't seem to get it. Luckily she's willing to go the extra mile to help him succeed. Hot futanari on male action! Don't miss it!
All six stories in the Futanari Experiments series are included in this collection. Follow Erica and Brie from their acquisition of a wondrous device that allows them to experience the joys of penetration, to becoming actual futanari, and then Erica's eventual pregnancy at Brie's hands. Every story within contains explicit sex.
Marsha has a huge crush on Mr. Robinson, but he doesn’t even know she exists. She thinks nothing could be worse than feeling invisible, but when she offers herself to the teacher he spurns her advances. She runs off in tears only to bump into her guy friends Adrian and Joel. They’d do anything for Marsha… even help her get her hands on the forbidden Mr. Robinson!
Isolated and alone in an Arctic research station, Ben suddenly gets a new partner. And, of course, she's a futa. Hot futa on male action. Don't miss it!
Futanari Fantasy: Esu's Story
Maja the Futa
Futa on Male Bundles
Trisha the Futa (Futanari on Female)
Futa's Passionate Plans (the Futanari Chronicles 4)
Valiya the Futa
'Who wants to read books at a library when there's a Futa-Totem to study?' Sonia's reading habits make a dramatic change when she meets the new, and very sexy, librarian. Once alone together in a back room, Sonia gives their encounter a little extra spice: the Futa-Totem. Once it is eased into a special place, the enjoyable festivities then take on a magical trans-formation! Futa on female. For adults only.
erotica, erotic romance, supernatural erotica, science fiction erotica, futanari erotica, futanari, gender transformation
Gerald’s young wife Darla isn’t too impressed with his oral abilities. It’s time to call in the experts! When Darla invites a pro to show her husband how it’s done, will he be able to sit still and watch all the while? Or will he get a chance to show his wife how much he’s learned?
Thomas spills coffee on his portal maker then winds up in hell with a sexy futa named Nixxi. What could possibly go wrong?
Devon meets the futa of his dreams on the beach. She quickly makes him her permanent guy-toy. He simply cannot resist her long, hard love. Hot futa on male action! Don't miss it!
Royally Bound
Emilia the Futa
Futanari Hell: Nixxi, the Futa
Futanari Gender Transformation
The Futanari Princess
Tia the Futa

Anthony is just an ordinary office worker until one day he is assigned an entirely new job: to submit to the ultra-hot futa, Tvina, giving her the pleasure she needs, twice. Hot futanari-on-male action inside. Don't miss it!
My super sexy futa boss makes me her slut. Hot futa on male action! Don't miss it!
The futa's passionate plans explode across the country!The futas are spreading. More and more men are becoming women and women are becoming sexy futas! Helen and her naughty lover are aching to coat the world in their salty love.But they don't agree on the methods.The futas
disagree on their passionate plans. Can Helen and her futa-lover patch up their differences. Or will the revelation of their true purpose forever split them apart?You have to read this naughty futa-tale full of wicked and hot fun to find out what happens! This sexy futa novella contains: futaon-female, futa-on-futa, doctor, coed, oral, anal, DP, first time, gender-swap, alien, sci-fi, creampie, group fun, toys, hot wives, cuckolding, voyeurism, exhibitionism and more! This naughty tale is not for the faint of heart!
I meet a hot futanari named Lyra at a club and she makes me her slut. Hot futanari on female action inside! Don't miss it!
Melody the Futa
Annya the Futa: Futanari on Female
Nina the Futa
Erica the Futa: Futanari on Female
Teacher's Pet Futa
Nikki the Futa: Futanari on Male
In an attempt to get back at the cheating queen Lodrigan IV, prince Esu journeys to the lands of the orcs for a meeting with the hot futanari orc queen Zia. Hot sexiness ensues! Don't miss it!
Barmaid Jessica is young, pretty and craves sex with both men and women. She also has a secret: she lusts after her gorgeous boss, Samantha. But Sam has a secret of her own – there is more to her than meets the eye! When Jess accidentally discovers what her boss has been concealing, she is driven wild with lust. She and Sam then indulge in a sexual encounter that pushes Jess to the edge of ecstasy,
satisfying her more than she ever thought possible. For a woman who loves sex with men and women, Jess has finally found her perfect lover.
Todd hooks up with a smokin' hot futanari model at a resort. Hot futa on male action! Don't miss it!
This magically trans-formative collection brings together four sexy Futanari stories from the Futa-Totem series. Included are: Freaky Futa:Sonia's reading habits make a dramatic change when she meets the new, and very sexy, librarian. Once alone together in a back room, Sonia gives their encounter a little extra spice: the Futa-Totem. Once it is eased into a special place, the enjoyable festivities then take
on a magical trans-formation! Futa Rama: Shelly fully expected a long and boring drive on a trip to go visit her family. But nearly running over sexy Zoey presents a sensual opportunity she does not intend to pass up. Especially with a Futa-Totem in her luggage. Once it is gently eased into a special place, the women's little roadside encounter becomes a magnificent and trans-formative event! Have Futa,
Will Travel: Brandi loves to explore new places, new things, and especially, new experiences. When she lands in Thailand, she knows finding a girl immediately will begin her trip just right. And once the Futa-Totem she has is eased into a special place, a magical transformation gets the real fun started. Her Big Surprise: Marla broke up with her long time girlfriend and just wanted to start fresh again.
Immediately! So when a delivery woman shows up at her door, Marla not only has a wonderful idea, but a magic Futa-Totem to go with it. Once the totem is eased into a certain place it makes this trans-formative experience even more special for the both of them! Futa on Female. For adults only. collection, bundle, gender transformation, transgender, lesbian erotic romance, lesbian fiction, lesbian, futanari
erotica, futanari, erotica
Futanari Dystopia: Anastasia, the Futa (Futanari on Male)
A Futanari Cinderella Story #2
Senia the Futa (Futanari on Male)
Karina the Futa: Futanari on Male
Lyra the Futa
Mina the Futa: Futanari on Female
Betrothed to Reylin prince of Hurtha, Auriel struggles to cope with her repressed feelings for her half-elf servant Danora. Close friends the two women sneak out of the castle most nights to play music at a local tavern. As the wedding night approaches Aurel asks Danora to come with her to her new kingdom, and that she will free her from indentured
servitude. When she confesses her love for the servant woman, Danora turns down the princess setting in motion a series of actions that will forever alter Auriel's life.Dreams of freedom and love crushed, Auriel is hopeless to lead her best life, but a mysterious sorceress offers an alternative, the power to forge her own Destiny. Auriel embarks on a journey
that will forever change her life. Drinking a strange vial of blood and making a deal with a succubus all without understanding the ins and outs of the bargain. The journey sends her down a path of royal intrigue, ritual sex magic, and just possibly leads to the love of her life.This is the novelization of a series of three novellas titles Royally Strapped, Royally
Bonded and Royally Pounded. This story contains futanari, transgender, and lesbian sex, light bondage, and many more surprises. It also includes two fantasy erotic shorts entitled Futanari Stew and Futanari Chief.
Steven's boss gives him a ticket to a brothel. Steven arrives and picks the futa. Hot futa on male action!
Shy, nerdy Jason, tired of his boring life, decides to throw caution to the wind and finally visit a real-life futanari club. Not expecting much, he considers leaving as soon as he arrives, but then a hot futa named Nikki starts chatting him up. Sparks fly, but will Jason be able to give her the pleasure she deserves?
Hooking up with a hot futa I met at an amusement park! You know you want to read it! Hot futa on male action inside!
Seducing the Futa - futanari on female
Annie the Futa
Futa on Male Bundle H L A
Amia the Futa
Mindy the Futa
Vina the Futa
I finally win a raffle to meet my favorite sexy futa cam-girl, Senia. She then makes me her slut! Hot futa-on-female action! Don't miss it. Seriously.
Nerdy Ben's new computer starts messing up. Who is he going to call? A computer repair place that does house calls, of course! Unfortunatelly, they send over a hot futa named Amia. What will poor Ben do? How will he handle this situation with grace and applomb? Find out in this short but hot story.
Clara hears talk of a ball, and takes the opportunity to sneak out in one of her sisters' dresses and join the festivities. She meets a charming princess who seems to have the same problem her stepsisters often do. A problem she knows just how to take care of. Unfortunately they're interrupted before Clara can attain satisfaction, but Gwen has just what she needs to make her feel better. This story contains explicit oral sex and
full on vaginal sex between a futanari and a woman, and a futanari and another futanari.
There's something about Blaire that makes Callie want her desperately. But she has a girlfriend and rebuffs all of Callie's advances. Callie has all but given up when she walks into the bathroom to find Blaire peeing̶into a urinal. Her desire intensifies until she comes onto Blaire in a much more direct manner than before̶and finally succeeds.
Darina the Futa
Kaori the Futa: Futanari on Male
Futa Totem Collection #1
It's my third week at my new security job when the hot computer security girl (a futanari, of course) makes me her slut. Hot futa on male action! Don't miss it!
Chelsea has lost the biggest bet of her life, and she wasn?t even playing. Three wealthy businesswomen have made her their prize in a game of blackjack, and she soon finds herself in a luxurious penthouse suite, entertaining the billionaire half-Japanese beauty & pharmaceuticals mogul, Michelle Tanaka. Michelle likes them young, timid and obedient, and Chelsea fits her criteria perfectly. But Michelle is hiding a big secret under
her silk robe; one that will shatter Chelsea?s understanding of the world of sex, and her own sexuality. ?Taken by a Futanari Billionaire? is the first book in the ?Futanari Billionaire? series, and is over 10,000 words of intense, hardcore sex between a futanari and a submissive female, with a HFN ending. ~~~~~ PG Excerpt ~~~~~ The tinny voice announced that she had reached level fifteen, and then she stepped out of the
immense doors and into a hall of lush red carpeting. She pulled out the clear plastic business card Michelle had left her, and stared at the red writing on it: Rm 1501, Vernon Towers. Trying her best to control her heartbeat, Chelsea stood at the door and held her hand out to knock. Then she stopped. Was she really about to do this? Was she really entering the hotel room of a billionaire CEO who had been involved in her
humiliation just an hour before? She didn?t have to answer. As soon as she finished her thought, the door opened. Michelle Tanaka greeted her wearing nothing but a white silken bathrobe. Her thick black hair was loose behind her head and a glass of brandy was in her hand. As powerful as she had looked sitting at the blackjack table in her crimson business suit and loose, open shirt, it didn?t compare to how she looked now.
Chelsea could really appreciate the woman?s size. Chelsea herself was five-foot six, but this woman towered over her at what had to be six foot even. Underneath the long bathrobe, which came down almost to her knees, Michelle?s legs looked long and well-toned. The robe tied around her waist, exposed even more of her impressive cleavage than she had shown at the hotel, and Chelsea was filled with awe, envy and
excitement. The waitress?s B-cups were positively dwarfed by this woman?s bust. ?You?re a girl of your word,? she said. ?I-I never actually said I?d come.? ?Not explicitly, you didn?t. But in all other ways that mattered...? She let that sentence hang in the air as she drew Chelsea inside. Then the billionaire turned her back to Chelsea, and said, ?I?ve run a bath for you. Enjoy it, but don?t dawdle. I want you back out here in fifteen
minutes.? Clearly, this was a woman used to telling others what to do. Chelsea found that it was hard to disobey her; there was a quality to Michelle Tanaka?s voice and the way she used it that made a word from her almost like a spell. Not to mention the fact that she was six feet tall and, from what Chelsea could see, had the broad shoulders and toned muscles of a woman who could break an insubordinate?s neck. As the
cocktail waitress undressed (again), she could hardly believe the sheer opulence of the hotel room?s bathroom, which was bigger than her own bedroom at home. All of the fixtures looked like they were made of ivory, with the occasional classy touches of copper and gold chrome. The floor was made of large, white tiles with a tasteful fleur de lis at the center of each. A shower stood in the corner?it was nothing more than two glass
walls with a gold chrome shower head. The bathtub itself sat above ground, standing on clawed golden feet. It was easily big enough to accommodate two grown adults. Once Chelsea dipped her feet into the hot, scented water, it was impossible for her not to let go and relax her body. The water ran over her skin like caressing fingers, and the sweet fragrance of the bath oils flooded her senses. It was floral, yet had a biting quality
to it that made her think of liqueur. She submerged her head in the water and nearly gasped as she felt the sensual water run through her hair. It was like taking the first bath of her life again. The cocktail waitress was feeling more than a little pampered at this treatment, even though she couldn?t know what direction her situation could take afterwards.
Tyler is new in town. After visiting a local book club meeting, he meets the sexy futa, Jess. Hot futanari on male action ensues.
The story of how I moved to a new town, met a super sexy futanari at a photography meet-up, and how she made me her slut. Hot futa on male action! Don't miss it!
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